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A BEST CONSTANT FOR ZYGMUND'S
CONJUGATE FUNCTION INEQUALITY

COLIN BENNETT1

Abstract. When the space L log+L is given the Hardy-Littlewood norm

the best constant in the corresponding version of Zygmund's conjugate

function inequality is shown to be

r2 - 3~2 + 5-2 - 7-2 + • ■ ■
K =

I-2 + 3"2 + 5"2 + 7"

This complements the recent result of Burgess Davis that the best constant

in Kolmogorov's inequality is K"1.

The symbol K will be used throughout for the constant

p2 _ 3-2 + 5-2 _ 7-2 + . . .
K = —,--.--.--.-= 0.7424537 • • •.

r2 + 3~2 + 5~2 + i~2 + ■ ■ ■

Let /be a real-valued 27r-periodic function of class L'(0,2-n) = Lx, and let/

be its conjugate function [10, Chapter IV]. It is well known that/is finite a.e.

on (0, 2vt) but need not itself be integrable. There is however the following

weak-type estimate for/due to Kolmogorov [10, p. 134], the best constant for

which was determined recently by Davis [5] (cf. also [4]).

Theorem 1 (Kolmogorov, Davis). When f G Lx the conjugate function f

satisfies the inequality

(1) ym{x: \f(x)\ > y) < K"1 fQ " \f(x)\dx,       y > 0,2

and the constant K~ ' is best-possible.

Complementing Kolmogorov's inequality is the result of Zygmund [10, p.

254] that the conjugate function/is integrable whenever/is of class L log+L.

The admissible constants in Zygmund's inequality have been determined by

Pichorides [8] as follows.

Theorem 2 (Zygmund, Pichorides). There are absolute constants A and

B = B(A) such that for every f G L log+L the conjugate function f satisfies the

inequality

(2) ¡^ \f(x)\ dx<A j^ l/MIlog+1/(*)| dx + B,
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2 m(E) denotes the Lebesgue measure of a measurable subset E of (0,27r).
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and the admissible values for A are precisely those that exceed 2/m.

In the following version of Zygmund's inequality, established by O'Neil and

Weiss [7], the functional on the right of (2) is replaced by a norm for the space

Llog+L.

Theorem 3 (O'Neil, Weiss). When f G L log+ L the conjugate function f

satisfies the inequality

(3) /2" \f(x)\dx < I tf*(t)log cot(t/S)dt,
JO m Jo

and the constant 2/m is best-possible.

Here we have used f* to denote the decreasing rearrangement on (0,2w) of

/. Observe, for instance by the argument used in [10, p. 33] or in [1, Proof of

Theorem 4.1], that the functional on the right of (3) is finite if and only if

f G L log+L, and that it defines a complete norm (a Lorentz A-norm) on

L log+L because log cot(//8) is decreasing on (0,2^) [6, Theorem 1].

An equivalent norm which is somewhat easier to manipulate (cf. [1], [2], [3])

is the Hardy-Littlewood norm

(4) f^j^f*(t)\og(2m/t)dt = f02*f*i#dt,       fGL log+L,

where/"^) = t~x f¿f*(s)ds, 0 < / < 2m. Apart from a multiplicative con-

stant this is, in the notation of [1], the norm of the Lorentz space L . Since

/ is the one-sided Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of f* the equality in

(4), established by integrating by parts, is merely a reflection of the Hardy-

Littlewood-Stein-Herz theorem that the maximal function is integrable pre-

cisely when/ G L log+L (cf. [1] for more details).

We come now to our main result. In contrast to Davis' proof of Theorem 1,

which uses Brownian motion, ours is quite elementary although it does

proceed from the O'Neil-Weiss inequality (3) and hence ultimately depends on

the Stein-Weiss theory for conjugate functions [9].

Theorem 4. When f E L log+ L the conjugate function satisfies the inequal-

ity

•277    ,   _ /•277

**(/)*,(5) /0    |/(x)|¿x<K/o   /

and the constant K is best-possible.

Proof. From the obvious inequality tan(//8) < t/2m, if 0 < / < 277, it

follows that

(6) a m iC lo8 cot('/8) ¿' > i C ^g(2m/t)dt=l.
¿m JO ¿m JO

We claim that the inequality

(7 ) fS log cot (// 8 ) dt < a f ' log (2m/1) dt

holds for every í with 0 < s < 27r; equivalently, if we set
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F(t) = log{0//)atan(//8)},       0 < / < 2ir,

then

(8) fQSF(t)dt>0,       0<í<2tt.

In fact, from (6) we see that F(0 +) = oo and F(2tr) = 0 so an examination

of the derivative F' yields the existence of a number s0 G (0, 2ir) such that F

is positive on (0,s0) and negative on (j0,27t). The validity of (8) is therefore

clear if 0 < s < s0. Furthermore, if s0 < s < 2t7, then by (6) we have

foS F(t)dt = £" F(t)dt - /* F(t)dt = - f* F(t)dt > 0.

This establishes the inequalities (7) and (8).

We next use a well-known device (involving nothing more than an integra-

tion by parts, cf. [6, Lemma 1]) whereby we can introduce into the integrands

in (7) any nonnegative decreasing function without violating the inequality. In

particular, for any / G L log+ L,

f02"f*(t)\ogcot(t/S)dt < a¡^f*(t)\og(2it/t)dt = a £* f"(t)dt.

It now follows from (3) that

o    |/(*)|dx<f/0   r(i)dt,       fGL\og+L.

Hence to obtain the desired inequality (5) we must show that

2«      „      r2 - 3~2 + 5~2 - 7~2 + • • •= K =
-2 _i_ -j-2 j. c-2   .   7-2* r¿ + 3~z + 5~¿ + i~l + ■ ■ ■

Since the denominator sums explicitly to 7r2/8 it will therefore suffice to show

that a = (4/7r)(r2 - 3~2 + 5~2 - 7~2 + • • • ).

But from (6), a change of variable and an integration by parts

1   C1"
a m y- J      logcot(í/8)í/r

= flogcotW^—r1!^^
Jo "Jo    1 + u2

■ !f'a*it.!f(fW^")*
nj0 u irj0   \^0    2n+ 1    ) u

■
which integrates term-by-term to the desired value.

To see that the constant K in (5) is best-possible we make use of the function

/ constructed in [7, p. 197] as follows. Thus we take / = 2\ — 1, where x

denotes the characteristic function of the interval [0, it]. Then |/|, hence/**,

is identically equal to 1 so Sq2" f*(t)dt = 2tt. But/ = (2\ - 1)   = 2x whose
norm is given by
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fo2" \f(x)\dx = \^ log cot(f/8)</r

[7, p. 198]. As a result we see from (6) that

£ \f(x)\dx = \(2ma) = (|)2, = K£f"(t)dt.

This completes the proof.

The "dual" of Theorem 4 is the following result about conjugate functions

of bounded functions.

Theorem 5.    Iff is (essentially) bounded on (0,2w), then its conjugate function

f satisfies the inequality

f"(t)
(9) sup J   ¿/       < K ess sup|/(x)|,

0<t<2n 1  + l0g(27T//) 0<x<2m

and the constant K is best-possible.

Proof. We shall use the identity

sup{| f    F(x)g(x)dx\: f    g"(t)dt < 1 )
(10) Wo ' Jo j

F"(t)
sup

0<i<2^ 1 + \og(2m/t)'

which is a particular case of a more general theorem of Lorentz [6, Theorem

6]. The essential content of (10) is that the functional on the right is the norm

of the dual space of L log+ L when the latter space is equipped with the

Hardy-Littlewood norm (4).

Let g G L\og+L with So" g"(t)dt < 1. By Theorem 4 its conjugate
function g satisfies J^2" \g(x)\dx < K. Thus, for the given/ G L00 we have

\\ "f(x)g(x)dx\ = \( " f(x)g(x)dx\ < K ess sup|/(x)|.
J? J° 0<*<2,r

Taking the supremum with respect to all such g, and applying (10) (with

F = f) we obtain the desired estimate (9).

The extremal function for (5), constructed in the proof of Theorem 4, is

easily shown to be extremal also for (9) (take t = 27r). Hence K is best-

possible, and the proof is complete.

Remarks, (i) Burkholder [4] has raised the intriguing question of finding a

nonprobabilistic proof of Davis' inequality. We do not know whether it can

be derived from our results. However, it is easy to see from (5) that the best

constant in (1) is at least K_1 (there is also a direct proof of this, cf. [4]).

Indeed, if / = 2x — 1 is the function considered in the proof of Theorem 4,

then/   = -/ and

sup    ym{\f\ >y} = 2m= £*f"(t)dt.
0<y<2v J0
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Thus, if Kolmogorov's inequality holds with constant A, we use that

estimate together with (5) to find

2 2

2tr = sup m{\f~ I > y) < A.fQ * \'f(x)\dx < AK fQ * f"(t)dt = 2trAK.

Hence A > K *.

(ii) From Theorem 3 and the argument used in [1, Proof of Theorem 4.1] it

can be shown that in Theorem 2 any constant A > 2/w is admissible. That

A = 2/tt is not admissible requires the construction of a counterexample as in

[81
(iii) It would be interesting to know the best constants in conjugate function

inequalities between the more general Lorentz spaces or Orlicz spaces. For

instance, what is the best constant on the Lorentz space Lpq (the L^-case is

treated in [8]), or in Zygmund's inequality when the space L log+L is equipped

with the Orlicz norm or the Luxemburg norm? Little seems to be known either

about the analogous questions for the maximal conjugate function.

(iv) Finally, we wish to thank the referee for some valuable suggestions

regarding the format of the paper.

Added in proof. Professor Albert Baernstein II (Washington Univ., St.

Louis) has shown me a simple, nonprobabilistic proof of Davis' inequality that

depends on the theory of subharmonic functions.
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